News Briefs

LC Trustee and Congressman John J. Flynt, Jr., will be the speaker at a program on Memorial Park Square (downstairs) at 7 p.m. on Tuesday.

The Student Government Association will present a Musical on the stage of the Simpson Room. The Simpson Room.

The Speech and Drama Department will present Arthur Miller's "The Crucible". The Crucible.

PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES

On November 6, 7, and 8 the L.C. Drama Department will present Arthur Miller's controversial play, "The Crucible". The Crucible.

DRAMA DEPT. PRESENTS MELODRAMA

On November 6, 7, and 8 the L.C. Drama Department will present Arthur Miller's controversial play, "The Crucible". The Crucible.

MELODRAMA

On November 6, 7, and 8 the L.C. Drama Department will present Arthur Miller's controversial play, "The Crucible". The Crucible.

November 6 - Faculty Coffee
November 7 - Fall Rally
November 8 - Homecoming
November 11 - Academic Advisory Council
November 11 - Meeting of Sigma Chi
November 11 - Meeting of Pi Gamma Mu

Calendar of Events
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November 11 - Academic Advisory Council
November 11 - Meeting of Sigma Chi
November 11 - Meeting of Pi Gamma Mu

by Nicki Simpson

The beautiful autumn leaves, an air of anticipation and excitement, bustling activities, rising tension, glimpses of new and old faces, and music filling the air are only a few of many things that make this weekend the best and remembered as HOMECOMING '69. A lot of time and effort are spent at an event as November 8 draws near.

Students will awaken Saturday morning to the busy activities of the campus organization trying to finish last minute preparations for the festivities of the day. Looking out a window in Pitts one might see a member of Circle-X showing alumni and visitors around the landscaped campus of old L.C., Bill Fife strolling around with an arm band which needs 1969 Homecoming Chairmen, or Mark Stoneham, pulling his board, trying to get the parade going. One student is minding his speech, trying to calm his mind while talking to his assistant parade marshal, David White. One might see Vittum turn with a look of authority to either of his real assistants, Jere Brownlow and Ken Graham, or Mrs. Burgess, finding out from alumnus and alumna. With a little effort John P. Hill, Chairman of the Board of Trustees could probably be located carrying a briefcase containing a speech for the alumni luncheon, one of the Chefs arranging to clear the stage for the singing at 2:00 P.M., or Doc Estes telling the Junior High School Band, the Troup High School Band, the LaGrange Junior High School Band, and the Herman/Cole High School Band for their performance in the parade. A little later in the evening everyone will see one of the various Greeks or other groups singing along with Carla Thomas and The In Men, Ltd., or Greensboro, North Carolina, have played as a group for ten years, and have backed such groups as the Impressions, the Platters, and Jack Wilson. They are billed as the most popular white group in the Southeast (insofar as sound, drawing power, and personal appeal are concerned although they have not recorded a hit).
nation had speakers on the Viet Nam moratorium we had a speaker on drugs, pro and con. What's wrong with a pro and con speaker to enlighten our inquisitive little minds. Why not a lecturer letting an individual make up their own mind, will benefit a person doesn't always have to be a "for" situation or an "against". Could possibly care about this subject? If there is trouble on the subject proficiently but what student in the whole of LC the students, faculty, and administration. Sure, some individual Other equally toned presentations have been made with the pro-economics class but not for a group of 600 diversified students. I know, we need an hour a week so that our little college family mise for more improvement whenever an unusually weak subject forced down. Wake up sleepy little LC, you've got the rest of far more than having an uninteresting topic forced down their
**Dear Hortense,**

Are you for real? I mean . . . are these letters really true? And, if so, do you have a date Saturday night? Curious but willing to Bal

**Dear C.B.W.T.B.**

Don't give up hope, though.

**PI GAMMA MU**

by Jane Sullivan

The Delta Chapter of Pi Gamma Mu, National Social Science Honor Society had its first meeting on Tuesday, 1969-70 academic year on Tuesday, September 16 in the Seminar Room of the Banks Library at 7:00 P.M.

There were eight members and one guest present.

There were eight members and one guest present.

HE NExt EDITOR OF THE HTN

Several years ago this ad was run in the HTN. We thought we'd get a lift, but it was a bust. It was a bust.

The Delta chapter of Pi Gamma Mu is by invitation only and is available to persons excelling in religious studies in secondary grades. The qualifying scholarship involves in membership is 30 hours of study in these subjects with an average of 8. In addition, the candidate for membership must distinguish himself by an intensive interest in the religious sciences.

The Delta chapter meets regularly during the school year on the second Tuesday of each month. The meeting consists of transacting business and participating in unique programs, in addition to our monthly programs, we have several field trips planned.

**FOR WHAT IT'S WORTH**

Unique is the rumor that the SSA will begin selling one dollar per person Spring Quarters for an open bar at next fall's Greek Council Dance. Founded in the center of radio station WRTP dedicated "Jusin is a Soul Man." The Delta chapter of Pi Gamma Mu is by invitation only and is available to persons excelling in secondary grades. The qualifying scholarship involves in membership is 30 hours of study in these subjects with an average of 8. In addition, the candidate for membership must distinguish himself by an intensive interest in the religious sciences.

The Delta chapter meets regularly during the school year on the second Tuesday of each month. The meeting consists of transacting business and participating in unique programs, in addition to our monthly programs, we have several field trips planned.

Some students cheat. Not in some of the trivia, like academic work, but in the far more important area of (Assembly) attendance. For those who do not know how this is done, here is the secret. They go to the Gym, get a card, sign it, hand it to a friend and leave. The friend drops it in the box and the dirty deed is done. All serious minded students will see that something must be done to prevent such disasterly deeds on our sacred campus.

I, yes, we have a suggestion. It requires positive action and imaginative thinking. It will be expensive, but what is cost in such an important matter?

Here is what we must do.

Purchase a helicopter with a time clock device installed on the computer. Hire a programmer for the computer and programmer in Atlanta. On Assembly Wednesdays all of the above would depart Atlanta at exactly 9:15 A.M. This would be confirmed to Dean Loves office by phone. Note: the helicopter must not carry a radio. At exactly 9:15, the time clock device would open the on board computer and the programmer would program the machine for the date of the Assembly. At 10:00, the helicopter lands on the specially constructed helipad on the roof of the Gym. Each student must be surounded by a 1,000 databased radio. The programmer then connects the computer to the special wiring leading to the basketball scoreboard, beginning at 10:10 and every 16 minutes thereafter the scoreboard buzzes and a computer selected number appears. The student must then write the number on the back of his or her name on the back of the card over the numbers. Only cards with the proper numbers and signatures will be counted as valid attendance cards. This method will also require that Dean Love's attendance be given three years of training in handwriting analysis by the FBI. Some may object that the buzzers sounding every 15 minutes will disturb our students, but this minor objection is far outweighed by the positive value of having an audience that is awake.

**QUICK QUIZ**

Q—religious symbol—what does the color purple signify?

A—mourning and suffering.

Q—is poker, what are the odds against drawing a royal flush?

A—548,739 to 1.

**MEAL DEAL**

Big Shef

Swiss Kraft Cheese, Lettuce, Tartar Sauce

**PIECE MEAL BANK**

Member F.D.I.C.

Plenty of Free Parking

Courteous, Friendly, Progressive

People On The Go—Go Burger Chef

HAMBURGERS

Comanche Ave

LaGrange, Ga.

30240

People On The Go—Go Burger Chef

**Hortense Helps**

Dear Hortense,

Are you for real? I mean . . . are these letters really true? And, if so, do you have a date Saturday night? Curious but willing to Bal

Dear C.B.W.T.B.

Don't give up hope, though.

PI GAMMA MU

by Jane Sullivan

The Delta Chapter of Pi Gamma Mu, National Social Science Honor Society had its first meeting on Tuesday, September 16 in the Seminar Room of the Banks Library at 7:00 P.M.

There were eight members and one guest present.

The program was a most interesting slide presentation by Miss Joyce Fountain on her recent trip to Israel. Miss Fountain described some of her experiences at the historical sites she visited, many of them excavated during the six days of war of 1967. She also talked about the people and their customs today.

After the program, Dr. Naglee conducted a short business meeting. He welcomed a new member Mr. Charles Alvord of 308 Hines Street in LaGrange, Mr. Alvord is a senior majoring in social science.

Membership in Pi Gamma Mu is by invitation only and is available to persons excelling in religious studies in secondary grades. The qualifying scholarship involves in membership is 30 hours of study in these subjects with an average of 8. In addition, the candidate for membership must distinguish himself by an intensive interest in the religious sciences.

The Delta chapter meets regularly during the school year on the second Tuesday of each month. The meeting consists of transacting business and participating in unique programs, in addition to our monthly programs, we have several field trips planned.

FOR WHAT IT'S WORTH

Unique is the rumor that the SSA will begin selling one dollar per person Spring Quarters for an open bar at next fall's Greek Council Dance.

Founded in the center of radio station WRTP dedicated "Jusin is a Soul Man." The Delta chapter of Pi Gamma Mu is by invitation only and is available to persons excelling in secondary grades. The qualifying scholarship involves in membership is 30 hours of study in these subjects with an average of 8. In addition, the candidate for membership must distinguish himself by an intensive interest in the religious sciences.

The Delta chapter meets regularly during the school year on the second Tuesday of each month. The meeting consists of transacting business and participating in unique programs, in addition to our monthly programs, we have several field trips planned.

Some students cheat. Not in some of the trivia, like academic work, but in the far more important area of (Assembly) attendance. For those who do not know how this is done, here is the secret. They go to the Gym, get a card, sign it, hand it to a friend and leave. The friend drops it in the box and the dirty deed is done. All serious minded students will see that something must be done to prevent such disasterly deeds on our sacred campus.

Yes, we have a suggestion. It requires positive action and imaginative thinking. It will be expensive, but what is cost in such an important matter?

Here is what we must do.

Purchase a helicopter with a time clock device installed on the computer. Hire a programmer for the computer and programmer in Atlanta. On Assembly Wednesdays all of the above would depart Atlanta at exactly 9:15 A.M. This would be confirmed to Dean Loves office by phone. Note: the helicopter must not carry a radio. At exactly 9:15, the time clock device would open the on board computer and the programmer would program the machine for the date of the Assembly. At 10:00, the helicopter lands on the specially constructed helipad on the roof of the Gym. Each student must be surounded by a 1,000 databased radio. The programmer then connects the computer to the special wiring leading to the basketball scoreboard, beginning at 10:10 and every 16 minutes thereafter the scoreboard buzzes and a computer selected number appears. The student must then write the number on the back of his or her name on the back of the card over the numbers. Only cards with the proper numbers and signatures will be counted as valid attendance cards. This method will also require that Dean Love's attendance be given three years of training in handwriting analysis by the FBI. Some may object that the buzzers sounding every 15 minutes will disturb our students, but this minor objection is far outweighed by the positive value of having an audience that is awake.

**QUICK QUIZ**

Q—religious symbol—what does the color purple signify?

A—mourning and suffering.

Q—is poker, what are the odds against drawing a royal flush?

A—548,739 to 1.
SIGMA NU PI VS. INDIES

And each team squared off the another round - or was it own?

The place again; LeGrange College Athletic Field, 4:00 P.M. Tuesday, October 28, 1969. Not many people were on hand exactly at 4:00 for the light (?) ball-game, but as the day wore on the line grew.

The Mighty Indies, better known as the "wrecking crew", won the time for the first time in six games and elected to receive. Kicking with a slight breeze to their backs Sigma Nu booted the ball to the Indies 35 yard line where it was brought out to the Sigma Nu 20 yard line. On the first play from scrimmage, David Vittum, sharing the quarter-back position with Rick Wiley Bryant won last weeks contest by picking nine correct score. Larry Fox, Lloyd Beery, and Allen Moseley each

On first down and goal the Indies moved the pigskin to the 15 of Sigma Nu, behind the quarter-back of Rick Poole, the next set of downs proved unsuccessful and Sigma Nu took over. Terrell merchandised his team down field with two long first downs, one on an end sweep and another on 2 passes.

The second half was similar with the exception of temps flaring half way through. The final score Sigma Nu 12 - Indies 7.

PI KAPPA PHI VS. INDIES

As for this game it was an entirely different situation. The facts; the PI Kappa’s didn’t have this spirit, the Indies did; the PI Kappa’s couldn’t move the ball, the Indies ran over them, By fate (?) the score PI Kappa Phi 7 - Indies 6.

MARINES SET INTERVIEWS

The Marine Officer Selection Team will be on the Smith Building to interview eligible college men for commissions in the Marine Corps.

Freshmen, sophomores and juniors may qualify for enrollment in the Officer Candidate Corps. For that social girl At Home Or At School

Gant fashions its spread collar higher and a bit wider for today's fuller-broader ties. Like all Gant shirts, the fabric: a very choice cotton broadcloth. In varied-colored miniature checks, all on ground.

TOP TEN

1. Florida
2. Tennessee
3. LSU
4. Auburn
5. Texas
6. Illinois
7. Vanderbilt
8. Missouri
9. Oklahoma State
10. Texas A & M

Florida is the Big One. The walls are rising as progress continues on the new dorm.

STUDENTS AFFAIRS MEETING

The Student Affairs Committee met on Oct. 10, to clarify the status of the various subcommittees of the Student Affairs Committee as well as to elect certain chairmen. Both Dr. Henry and Dean Harwell won their attendance as well as the usual members. The committee passed the resolution that there be no executive subcommittee but decided the motion to do away with a chairman of the Publications Subcommittee. Dr. Kyer was then elected to the position of chairman of this subcommittee. An election was held to be held to re-elect Dr. Myers as chairman of the Student Government Subcommitte. If this position went to Mr. Purves in another motion Dr. Henry and Dean Love were elected to serve as officials members of Publications and then Miss Meeke was added to the Student Conduct Subcommittee. In the last order of business Dean Love was elected as permanent coordinating chairman of the Student Affairs Committee and Ms. Shellhard was elected permanent adviser to the All-Greek Council.

Elegant spread - The HighwickTM

Some people apparently make a map of where they buried the hatchet.

Ginger Hays, a freshman from Columbus, rates as this weeks Campus Citizen. Ginger is 18 and is undecided in her major but is leaning toward either Business or Elementary Education. She loves horseback riding and snow skiing.
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